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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of motion planning
of tracked vehicles. It is shown that the force equilibrium
perpendicular to the tracks introduces a non-integrable
state dependent equality constraint, making the path
planning problem nonholonomic. A method is then
presented for computing the nominal driving track forces
for motions along a specified path at desired speeds. It
consists of selecting the angular speeds along the path
that satisfy vehicle dynamics and the non-integrable
constraint. The computation of the angular speeds is
formulated as a parameter optimization, minimizing the
violation of the equality constraint. The method is
demonstrated for motions along a circular path.

Introduction

Tracked vehicles have better off-road mobility than
wheeled vehicles due to their larger ground contact area
which provides better floatation and better off-road
crossing at various ground conditions. Autonomous
tracked vehicles are, therefore, most suitable for military
(surveillance), agricultural (field preparation) 
recreational (snow grooming) applications where terrain
conditions are difficult or unpredictable.

The steering of wheeled vehicles is accomplished by
rotating the front wheels in the direction of the desired
motion, assuming no sliding between the wheels and
ground. The motions of wheeled vehicles are, therefore,
constrained by a non-integrable differential kinematic
constraint (Latombe 1991). This permits separating
motion planning of wheeled vehicles into path planning
(the computation of the geometric path) and trajectory
planning (the computation of the velocity profile along
the path). In contrast, tracked vehicles are maneuvered by
skid steering. Their motions are therefore constrained by
a non-integrable differential dynamic constraint, as is
shown in this paper. This makes motion planning of
tracked vehicles more difficult since it couples the path
planning and the computation of vehicle speeds.

Much of the previous work related to tracked vehicles
concerns terramechanics due to the significance of the
ground-vehicle interactions (see for example Bekker 1956,
Kogure and Sugiyama 1975). More recently, the issues
of steerability and stability of tracked vehicles have been
addressed for steady-state (Kitano and Jyozaki, 1976) and
high speed (Eiyo and Kitano 1984) motions. A method
for computing the track forces during steady-state turns
for various vehicle parameters and turning radius and
speed, has also been developed (Kar 1987). We are not
aware of any work on planning transient motions of
tracked vehicles.

In this paper, a method for planning the motions of
tracked vehicles along specified paths is presented. The
ultimate objective of this work is to compute the optimal
vehicle motions (path and speed) between given end
points on a general terrain, following the approach
presented in (Shiller and Gwo 1991) for wheeled vehicles.
This paper represents the first step towards that goal in
that we compute the nominal track forces required to
move the vehicle along a specified path at desired speeds.

Vehicle Model

The vehicle model consists of a planar rigid body moving
on a horizontal plane. A coordinate frame parallel to
vehicle’s major axes is attached to its mass center, as
shown in Figure 1. The vectors ex and ey are unit
vectors parallel to the x and y axes of the vehicle frame.
The position of the vehicle is specified by the vector x to
the mass center and by the rotation 0 of the vehicle
relative to the inertial frame. The vehicle is moving at
some velocity vc, measured at the mass center, and

dO
rotating at some o~ = -~-relative to the inertial frame.
The angle a between vc and the body fixed x axis is the
slip angle. For straight line motions a = 0. For steady-
state turns, ~ is constant, depending on vehicle speed and
path curvature. For transient motions, ct and hence 0, are
constrained by a non-integrable differential constraint,
derived in this Section from the force equilibrium
equations.
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Figure 1. A Planar Tracked Vehicle Moving Along a
Specified Path

The external forces acting on the vehicle, reflected at
the mass center, consist of the gravity force, rag, the
normal force R, and the friction force F acting between
the tracks and ground. The friction force can be
represented by a lateral component, Ft, and a longitudinal
component, Q, in the vehicle fixed frame, as shown in
Figure 2, where

Q -= QL + QR (1)

and QL and QR are the longitudinal friction forces acting
on the left and right tracks, respectively. Since the
vehicle is planar, the reaction force, R, is equally
distributed along each track. The pressure w per unit
length under each track is then

nag (2)w= 2L

where m is the vehicle mass, g is the gravity acceleration,
and L is the track length.

Forward motion is achieved by controlling the track
force Q. Steering can be accomplished by skid steering,
that is by controlling the difference between the track
forces, AQ, where

AQ --- QR - QL (3)

The force difference, AQ, creates a moment around the
mass center. This moment must overcome the friction
moment, Mf, due to the skidding of the tracks. The
friction moment is a function of the lateral coefficient of
friction, and vehicle’s linear and angular speeds, as will be
discussed later.

The equations of motion of the vehicle expressed in
the body fixed frame are

Q= m~’, ex (4)

F
Ft QL

Q

QR

Figure 2. Friction Forces

Ft = m ~ ̄  ey (5)

AQ b- Mf = I 0 (6)

where b is the distance between the tracks, I is the vehicle
moment of inertia around the mass center, and ° is the dot
product. From (4) and (6), Q controls the instantaneous
forward acceleration in the vehicle frame, whereas AQ
controls the instantaneous angular acceleration. Equation
(5) is then a state dependent equality constraint.

To determine Ft and Mf, we consider the lateral
skidding of the tracks. Tracks are designed for increased
forward traction and reduced resistance to turning. For
this reason, we distinguish between a longitudinal
coefficient of friction, lxf, and a lateral coefficient of
friction, I.tt. For simplicity, we neglect the coupling
between the longitudinal and lateral friction forces, letting
the magnitude of the longitudinal friction force, Ff, due to
longitudinal sliding be

Ff = Ixf mg (7)

and the magnitude of the lateral friction force per unit
track length be

ft = I-tt w (8)

where w was defined in (2). The tracks may not slide 
the longitudinal direction if QL and QR are each smaller
than Ff/2. They do however always skid laterally during
turning.

The direction of the lateral friction force at each point
along the track depends on the direction of sliding.
Figure 3 shows the normal track pressure w and the
distribution of the lateral friction force, ft, acting on the
track during a clockwise turn. The friction forces switch
directions at a distance D from the center of mass. The
track velocity at this point has zero lateral component,
and is perpendicular to the line passing through that point
and the instantaneous center, as shown in Figure 4. At
low speeds, D-z-_-0, and the net lateral friction force is zero.
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At high speeds, D > 0, and the net lateral friction force
provides the centrifugal force required for the turn (Wong
1989). The slip angle is zero for straight line motion,
negative for a counter clockwise turn, and positive for a
clockwise turn in forward motion (Serate 1992).

Figure 3. Normal and Lateral Friction Forces During a
Clockwise Turn.

The total lateral friction force due to skidding is
obtained by integrating (8) over the track length to yield:

Ft = sign(o) 4~tt wD (10)

where sign(.) is the signum function. To compute D 
first solve for the velocity Vr of a typical point along the
track in the body frame:

[Bvcx -ory ]Vr (11)= B vcy + O rx_l

where Bvcx and Bvcy are the x and y components of Vc =(Vex, Vcy )T, expressed in the body frame:

BVcx = Vc ̄  ex = Vex cos(0) + Vcy sin(0)

Bvcy = vc ¯ ey = - Vcx sin(0) + Vcy cos(0)

and r = {ry, rx}T is the distance vector of the point in the
body frame.

Solving (11) for the point where the y component 
vr vanishes yields

D = Bvcy D L
" o ’

<__ ~ (12)

D is always positive in forward motion since Bvcy is
opposite in sign to o.

Substituting (12) into (10) yields the lateral friction
force in terms of vehicle speeds

Ft = - sign(o) 41.tt w Bvey (13)
O

Instantaneous Center

Vl

D

Figure 4. Instantaneous Center for a Counter Clock Wise
Turn.

Combining sign(o) with co yields

BvcY (14)Ft = - 41.tt w Iol

From (14), the direction of the net lateral friction force
depends only on the projection of vc on the y body axis
and not on the rotation direction.

The friction moment is

L
D 2

Mf = sign(o) [ftxdx- .[ftxdx (15)
L D
2

Integrating (15) and substituting (8) and (12) 

L2 Bvcy2~
(16)Mf = - sign(o) l/t w (-~-- - o2 

Using (14) and (16) we can rewrite the equations 
motion (4) to (6) explicidy in terms of vehicle speeds:

Q = m ~" ¯ ex (17)

- 4~t w -~1 = m ~" ° ey (18)

tL 2 Bvcv2~AQ b + sign(m) I.t t w ~ 4 - o2 j = I 0" (19)

It is important to note that the expressions for the lateral
friction force (14) and the friction moment (16) exist 
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if co ¢ 0. For straight line motions, (18) is automatically
satisfied. If to=0, then the friction moment cancels
exactly the moment due to the longitudinal track forces,
AQb.

Trajectory Planning
The objective of trajectory planning is to find the track
forces Q and AQ that drive the mass center of the vehicle
along a desired path x(0. Since the path specifies only
the two position coordinates, the trajectory planning
problem amounts to determining 0(0 so as to satisfy the
constraint equation (18). Once 0(0 has been determined,
Q and AQ can be computed from (16) and (19).

It is convenient to parameterize the path in terms of
the path arc length, s, so that time can be eliminated from
the trajectory planning problem. It is assumed that the
path is a known function of s, either analytically or
numerically. We can therefore express vehicle’s velocity
and acceleration in terms of its speed ~ and acceleration "s"
along the path:

x(0 = x(s(0) (20)
i(t) = Xs(S) ~(s) (21)

~(0 = xs(s) ~’(s) + Xss(S) (22)
where the subscripts s and ss denote first and second
derivatives with respect to s, respectively. Similarly

0(t) = 0(s(t)) (23)

6(0 = 0s(S) ~(s) (24)

~(t) = Os(s) ~’(s) + Oss(S) (25)
Using (20) to (25) we can rewrite the constraint

equation (18) in terms of path parameter, s, and its time
derivatives:

"2 2~tt-’--’~g Xsy(S) = 0 (26)Xsy(S) ~’(s) + Xssy(S) s (s) + L 

where

Xsy = Xs ̄  ey

Xssy -- Xss ̄ ey
Recognizing that

1.2
~. d~ d ~s (27)=~- as

we can rewrite (26) by changing variables to z(s) = ~2(s)
to yield a first order linear differential equation

~(s) + P(s) z(s) =- (28)
where

P(S) = 2Xssv(S)
Xsy(S)

4~tL gQ(s) = Li0s(s)l

Solving (28) yields a differential equality constraint:

S S ’C

z(s)=-e(-SP(x)dx){ f Q(x)e( SP(~)dX)dx+z(s0)} 
so so so

Equation (29) is an equality constraint, termed here as 
dynamic constraint because its dependence on the path
curvature, Xss, which is related to the acceleration of the
mass center. This constraint is also a function of the
magnitude of vehicle speed, §. Generally, (29) cannot 
integrated further to eliminate the velocity or the
differential terms.

Rewriting (29) in the form
g(z,x,0,0s,S) = (30)

we define the following optimization problem by treating
0s(S) as the control variable:

sf
min J = ~g(z,x,0,u,s)2ds (31)

U S0

subject to
0’ = 0s -= u, 0(so) and 0(sf) are 

z(s), x(s) specified for all s ̄  [s0,sf]

Note that problem (31) is not defined if z = 0 or Ixssl-- 
since in either case ~ = 0 (Serate 1992). This makes Xsy
= 0s = 0 and P(s) or Q(s) approach infinity, 
invalidating the solution (29) at these points. It 
therefore necessary to either start at non zero speeds, avoid
straight line motions, or to asymptotically approach the
singularity point. Straight line segments do not pose a
computational challenge and can be therefore treated
separately.

Problem (31) is solved using a parameter
optimization. The control variable 0s is represented by
an nth order polynomial of the form

0s(S) -- a0 + als + s2 + .. . + ansn   (32)
Adding the initial condition 0(s0) to the parameters, 
redefine the optimization problem as

sf
= [g(z,x,0,0s(a),s)2ds (33)minJ

a d
so

subject to
0’= 0s
z(s), x(s) specified for all ¯ [s0,sf]
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where

a = [0(s0),a0, al, a2 ..... an]T

Problem (33) is a standard unconstrained optimization
that can be solved using existing gradient type methods.

Examples

The method was implemented for a planar vehicle with
the parameters given in Table 1. For a specified path and
a velocity profile, 0s is first computed by solving the
optimization problem (33). It then computes the track
forces, Q, and AQ, using (17) and (19). The velocity
profile is first verified that it is consistent with vehicle

parameters, namely, D < L, QR < ~, and QL <_ ~ at

every point along the path. The computed trajectory is
verified by a dynamic simulation.

m = 2r000 kg

L=4m

b=3m

I = 15;000 kg-m2

I.tt = 0.8

Table 1. Vehicle Parameters
In this example the objective is to follow a circular

path of radius 5 m at a triangular velocity profile. The
nominal path and velocity profile are shown in Figures 5
and 6 as solid lines. To avoid singularities, the velocity
profile starts and terminates at 0.2 m/s. The computed
0s, using a third order polynomial, is shown in Figure 7.
It is interesting to note that for steady state motions,
0s=0.2 (a constant), whereas here it takes a more general
shape that is anti-symmetric due to the anti-symmetry of
the velocity profile. The computed track forces are shown
in Figures 8 and 9. They are discontinuous due the
discontinuity of the nominal acceleration.

The simulated motions are shown as dashed lines in
Figures 5 to 9. As evident from Figure 5, the vehicle
tracks the desired path quite closely. Some error is
expected since the computed 0s is not the exact solution
to the problem since it was approximated by a relatively
low order polynomial. Additional errors are due to the
numerical integration. Nevertheless, the computed forces
can be used as nominal inputs to an on-line controller.
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Figure 9. The Track Force Difference, AQ

Conclusions
A method for computing the nominal track forces of a
planar vehicle moving on a horizontal plane along
specified paths at desired speeds has been presented. Such
a vehicle has three degrees-of-freedom, but only two
control inputs. One degree-of-freedom is therefore
constrained by a non-integrable dynamic equality
constraint. The trajectory planning problem is then
transformed to computing the vehicle orientation along
the path so as to satisfy vehicle dynamics and the equality
constraint. Once vehicle orientation has been determined,
the track forces are computed from the remaining
equations of motion.

An example of a tracked vehicle moving along a
circular path in a triangular velocity profile demonstrates
close agreement between the nominal trajectory and the
dynamic simulation. The nominal trajectory can be used
as a control input to an on-line steering controller.

This method is applicable to autonomous vehicles in
military, agricultural, and recreational applications.
Future work includes experimental verifications, path

optimizations, and the consideration of more general
vehicle models.
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